Continental is committed to keep your fleet rolling, helping you maximize uptime, meet schedules, improve safety, satisfy your customers and reduce operating costs.

Delivering your lowest overall driving cost

Global Company
A world of resources and innovation
- 150 years of expertise
- Vast resources for R&D
- Pioneering products and solutions

Top Automotive Supplier
The only tire manufacturer with automotive competency
- Exceptional technology and performance
- Full expertise in vehicle dynamics
- Maximum tire life under tough conditions

Intelligent Tech Solutions
Cutting-edge technology across your full tire program lifecycle
- Improve safety
- Reduce breakdowns
- Protect your bottom line

High Performing Products
New tires, retreads, services and digital tire monitoring solutions
- New tires designed for maximum performance and retreadability
- Lifecycle solutions deliver cost-efficiency over every stage of tire life
- Tire monitoring systems improve tire runout and reduce fuel, labor and maintenance costs

Attentive Problem Solvers
Responsive, expert assistance, for smarter business decisions and maximum uptime
- Reps are business consultants devoted to your bottom line
- Customized solutions to fit your specific fleet needs
- Fleet analytics and 24/7 roadside assistance
More than a tire company

Continental is also a leading vehicle technology supplier with expertise in vehicle dynamics, automated driving, electrification and connectivity.

150 years of innovation + progress

- First company to develop a car tire with a patterned tread
- First company to produce a truck tire with alternative natural rubber from dandelions

$600 average cost of a roadside breakdown. Digital tire monitoring can reduce breakdowns up to 70% *Actual results may vary

40 lbs Raw material saved in each retreaded tire, including rubber, steel, carbon black, and oil

Top automotive supplier + Top tire supplier

No other company offers both kinds of engineering knowledge

35-60% of fuel consumption is caused by rolling resistance. Continental is a leader in low rolling resistance tires, saving you money and fuel every day

1 billion people (estimated) place their trust in Continental every day

75% of all vehicles on the road contain at least one Continental product

60% of an average vehicle is made of Continental components

1st

- Pioneering technologies and services for goods transport, people transport and construction, with a broad portfolio of new tires, retreads and digital tire monitoring solutions to fit your needs

Global presence enhances synergies

Local manufacturing and support from expert sales consultants

Keep your fleet rolling.
Contact your Continental representative today. Need a representative? Call 1 (800) 450-3187

1 billion people (estimated) place their trust in Continental every day
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Continental is a leader in low rolling resistance tires, saving you money and fuel every day
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Raw material saved in each retreaded tire, including rubber, steel, carbon black, and oil

Pioneering technologies and services for goods transport, people transport and construction, with a broad portfolio of new tires, retreads and digital tire monitoring solutions to fit your needs

Global presence enhances synergies

Local manufacturing and support from expert sales consultants

Keep your fleet rolling. Contact your Continental representative today. Need a representative? Call 1 (800) 450-3187